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Vol. I

New York, October, 1916

No. 11

Y U must always remember,” his work suffered, and he lost this position be
O
Do You
said the Vocational Counselor fore he really had a chance to show what he
Get
to a group of interested stu could do. Under these conditions he began to
dents, as he settled back com lose his nerve—the most serious thing that can Your
fortably in his chair after the ever happen to a man in a vocational way. Money’s
vocational clinic, ‘‘that there After another failure or two we find him as you Worth?
are two sides to the business have seen—vocationally down and out.
“The buoyant and hopeful promoter or sales
affairs of an individual. First,
there is a sale of goods or services for which man is rarely a good buyer or operating man.
money is received; and secondly, there is a It is hard to preach a gospel of buying from
purchase of goods or services for which money morning till night, six days in the week, with
is paid out. Many men sell their services well out being hoisted by one’s own petard. A sales
man is not necessarily a poor
who are unable to carry out
buyer, and, poor buyers, of
effectively the second opera
course, are found in practi
tion. The result is that they
LEADING ARTICLES
cally every walk of life. But
lose a large part of the
you can pretty safely work
fruits of their labor.
John R. Sparrow, C. P. A.
to the generalization that
“Thompson, the man whom
the man who promotes and
we examined this evening,
Biographical Sketch
Page 179
sells and sees the future big
is an example of the type
that sells well and buys in
has a hard time to reverse
Preferred Dividends
differently. He finds him
the vocational current and
drive close bargains as a
self at thirty-six years of
Page 180
buyer.
age, after fifteen years of
“In a business concern,
productive effort as a sales
Business Reviews
as you will realize, the con
man, out of a position and
Pages 184-194
dition is different. We can
in
straightened
circum
hunt up a thrifty, close-fist
stances. He has never been
Cost System for
ed buyer, who hasn’t a spark
able to make good on the
Manufacturers
of promotive or selling abil
second operation, the con
Pages 188, 189, 190
ity, to do the shopping for
version of his salary into
the concern; and we can
the articles—home, clothing,
employ a buoyant, opti
food, amusement, education,
and protection—for which he really works. He mistic sales manager, who sees nothing but
prospective volume of business, to market the
has never been able to get his money’s worth.
“The trouble is not confined to a mere short product of the enterprise. These opposing per
age of things to eat and wear. It works back sonalities offset each other in staff conferences,
and has a vocational effect. Thompson used his and the management comes in to harmonize and
credit, which was good because of his position coordinate the opposing tendencies.
“The individual, however, is a unit in him
with a reliable firm, to the limit. Debts piled
up, and his creditors worried him until he did self. He must have a producing department
not work as well as usual. His manager kept and a buying department within himself. He
after him without result, and the firm finally must be a partisan of each department in turn,
took advantage of a slack season and let him and often he must sit as general manager and
out on two weeks’ notice. Thompson finally se harmonize and coordinate the conflicting ten
cured another position, but his wife was taken dencies. All these things and more he must do
seriously ill shortly after he started, and he was in order to maintain vocational headway and
poorly prepared to meet the expense. Again make a profit for himself.

“Let us analyze more closely,”
in rented quarters. In two in
The
Do You
Get Your continued the Vocational Coun
ace tudent stances they occupy second floors in
Money’s selor, “the effect of the buying op
two-family houses of a cheap class.
October, 1916
Worth? eration on success. I have an in
The yards, in common with most
timate friend in New York by the name of rented premises, are barren and unattractive; the
(Continued)
Francesco Martinelli—the intimacy has ripened rooms are hot in summer and cold in winter;
over a business acquaintanceship of fifteen years. and there is an absence of thrift and comfort.
During all that time Francesco has maintained I am aware, to be sure, that there are many me
the polish on my shoes—black in winter and tan chanics who are as thrifty and as comfortable as
in summer. We have discussed many interest these Hollanders. I am merely reciting a few
ing subjects, including politics, religion, and eco instances of which I have personal knowledge
nomic conditions. I know that Francesco has for the sake of drawing a contrast.
“The mechanics of whom I have spoken, in
two bootblack stands, one up town and one
down town, that he employs several assistants, a certain sense, live well. They buy better cuts
and that he has raised and educated eleven of meat than the Hollanders; they buy an oc
children, and kept his mother until her recent casional dress or suit of a better quality; and
they make an occasional expenditure for a va
death at an extremely old age.
“Some time ago I advised with Francesco cation or for some amusement that the thrifty
The mechanics
about the purchase of a $7,000 home in the Hollanders would rule out.
whom
I
have
in
mind
hold
the
Hollanders in a
Bronx to which he had aspired during many
years of tenement life, and I was glad to know great deal of contempt—they despise their
after the purchase was completed and the pur thrift and often refer to them as ‘round heads’
chase price paid in cash, that Francesco still or ‘ollies.’
“You very properly raise the question of
had something over $20,000 in various savings
banks.
These banks credit Francesco with whether the foreign-born resident is a more
about $800 interest a year—a tidy sum that careful buyer than the native American. As a
helps him out in the operation of a small but general rule, yes. Economists tell us that peo
ple economize chiefly because of necessity. The
very well-known car that he recently bought.
“Let us consider this matter a little further. Scotchman becomes well-to-do in spite of the
I am familiar with the conditions that exist in sterility of his native soil, while the French
a manufacturing city in the Middle West. Men family can live as well on twenty or even ten
of all nationalities, including Hollanders, work acres as an American family does on eighty.
in the factories, and the common wage is $15 The foreign-born, trained to live under less fa
or $16 a week. Throughout the city are many vorable conditions, retains his habits of thrift
comfortable little cottages surrounded by pro in a more productive environment and becomes
ductive vegetable and fruit gardens. These wealthy. His children become better Ameri
homes are owned, in many instances free and cans; at least they acquire the habit of inju
clear of debt, by the thrifty Hollanders. Chil dicious spending.
“I could give you instances of this character
dren are plentiful, and they are uniformly sturdy
and well kept. There are not very many serv from every community in the country,” declared
ants in the homes, I grant you, and the head of the Vocational Counselor. “We find everywhere
each household, and even his good wife, work the most striking contrast between discomfort
morning and evening in the garden; and I im and comfort under similar conditions of income.
agine that porterhouse steaks do not often find A great many people do not get their money’s
their way in over the thrifty thresholds. The worth.”
“But what steps can an individual take to
homes are there, however—each an assurance
against an unproductive old age. The homes improve his buying?” interrupted a student.
are products, not of large earning capacity, but “What plan shall he adopt to get his money’s
of thrift and control of expenditures—of good, worth?”
productive spending.
“Well,” responded the Vocational Counselor, Two
Thrifty
“In the same city I happen to know inti after a moment’s pause, “there are two meth Methods
Spending mately the conditions that exist in the homes of ods. The first is homely and old-fashioned, but
a number of mechanics—American born. These it has the merit of having proved its worth in
men earn $20 a week—say 20 per cent. more every walk of life and in every country. The
than the factory employees. I have in mind second is the technical, scientific method. I
three families—one family had three children, will discuss both.
“The homely and time-tried plan is for a man
the others one child each. The families reside
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[Forward to page 195

John R.
Sparrow,
C.P.A.

"I
AM
not one of those who
would try to keep young men
out of Accountancy as a pro
fession,” said John R. Sparrow,
C.P.A., to me a few days ago as
I sat chatting with him in his New
York office. “The more young men
of the right kind that we can get
into Accountancy, the better off
the profession as a whole will be.”
This was Mr. Sparrow’s direct
reply to a pointed question of mine
as to the opportunities for success
in the field of Accountancy. Mr.
Sparrow has a habit of facing prob
lems and questions—life itself—in
a direct, head-on way; and when
he expresses an opinion, you may
be sure that it is well seasoned by
wide experience and observation,
and an opinion which he honestly
entertains.
“You say‘young men of the right
kind,’ ” I continued, eager to press
my advantage, for Mr. Sparrow is
not over-fond of talking for pub
lication. “Just what do you mean
by the ‘right kind’?”
“I mean,” replied Mr. Sparrow
with emphasis, “young men who
are adapted by training and educa
tion for Accountancy, and who are
willing to work like nailers to
make good.
Accountancy is no
profession for the chap who doesn’t
like it, or who has positive notions
about doing as little as he can and
still draw his salary.”
“It’s pretty plain that you be
lieve in study as a preparation for
success in the practice of Account
ancy,” I ventured.
“Of course I believe in study,”
answered Mr. Sparrow, “not only
as a preparation for the work but
as a supplementary matter while
one is actually practicing. My ad
vice to young men wishing to get
to the top of the profession would
be for them to accumulate an Ac
counting library as they go along
and acquire the habit of reading
and pondering what they read. A
human lifetime is a pretty short
time in which to learn all there is
to learn about any profession, and
Accountancy is no exception.”
Mr. Sparrow ought to know what
he is talking about—and he does
know. A practicing accountant at
the head of his firm—a firm that
enjoys the fullest respect of the
Accountancy profession—for more
than thirty years, he has employed
hundreds of young men, watched
over them, and helped them. Many
of them he has seen stay down, ap
parently because they didn’t care to
follow his recipe for success, while
a few have clamped their jaws to
gether and said “I’ll win at this
game.” One of these men, Edwin
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Harvey, Jr., is Mr. Sparrow’s part
ner today, and there are others, in
his organization who, having passed
the test of Mr. Sparrow’s critical
appraisement, are likely some day
to become partners in the firm of
Sparrow, Harvey & Company.
Mr. Sparrow secured his first con
tact with Accountancy through as
sociation with Henry C. Wright, a
Canadian Accountant of note, who
later became a C.P.A. of New York.
Mr. Wright founded the Long
Island Business College, and Mr.

John R. Sparrow, C.P.A.
Member of Accountancy Firm of
Sparrow, Harvey
Company

Sparrow became a member of the
faculty of that institution, instruct
ing in theoretical and practical ac
counting, mathematics, and commer
cial law. This service covered a
period of about fifteen years, and
during this time Mr. Sparrow fig
ures that he directed the commer
cial education of nearly ten thou
sand men of all ages. While teach
ing, Mr. Sparrow studied law. Dur
ing these years of teaching and le
gal study, he had ample oppor
tunity, not only to learn at first
hand the kind of education re
quired for success in Business, but
to begin the practice of Account
ancy on his own account.
It is typical of Mr. Sparrow’s
courage and power of decision
that, despite his success as a teach
179

er, he should have elected to with
draw from educational work and
devote his entire time to the pro
fessional practice of Accountancy,
when once he had assured himself
of the opportunities in that profes
sion. The question of whether he
would succeed did not occur to
him—hence his success.
Mr. Sparrow’s ability as a sys
tematizer and adjuster of accounts
soon become widely recognized, and
his services were invoked by the
National Government, and by sev
eral of the largest cities in the
country. For several years he was
closely identified with the account
ing of New York City, first serv
ing as expert consulting accountant
early in 1896 under Comptroller
Ashbel P. Fitch, then acting as
chairman of a commission of ex
perts appointed by Comptroller
Bird S. Coler to reform the ac
counting system of the city which
was made necessary by the Greater
New York Consolidation, and final
ly becoming under Comptroller Ed
ward H. Grout the City’s Supervis
ing and Consulting Accountant.
The Accountancy firm of Spar
row, Harvey & Company is well
known not only in New York City
where it has an extensive general
practice, but generally throughout
the United States and in Latin
America as well. For several years
the firm’s branch office at San
Juan, Porto Rico, has audited most
of the municipal, transportation,
public utility, banking, tobacco, and
sugar accounts of the entire island
of Santo Domingo, besides hav
ing a growing business in the in
stallation of accounting systems.
Mr. Sparrow, because of his broad
experience in all aspects of account
ing and auditing—particularly mu
nicipal accounting — has delivered
many lectures before educational
and professional bodies in New
York and elsewhere, and to his
views is always accorded the re
spectful attention which an author
ity commands. During the past few
years Mr. Sparrow has devoted
much of his time to literary work.
Mr. Sparrow is a member of the
American Association of Public Ac
countants, and of the New York
State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, being a director in the
latter organization. For four years
he was a member of the New York
State Board of Certified Public Ac
countants, and for most of that
time was Secretary of the Board.
As such he was one of the three
advisers of the regents of the Uni
versity of New York in the matter
of granting certificates entitling ac
countants to practice as certified
[Forward to page 185

Who’s
Who
Biograph
ical
Sketches
of Men of
Affairs

An
Authority

Law

Depart
ment
John T.
Kennedy,
LL.M.

Preferred

Dividends

ers to the exclusion of preferred
phases of business,
stockholders. The preferred stock
to the lawyer, is the
holders were entitled to dividends
October, 1916
frequency with which
of four per cent. annually on their
men enter into contracts without stock, which had been regularly paid. By the
specifying important terms and terms of the contract they were entitled “to no
conditions. And this happens other or further share of the profits.” Their only
with men who owe their success chance to secure a share of this eighty million
in business to their ability to anticipate the was to establish the point that it was not
tendencies of commerce. True, it is difficult “profits,” and in this they were overruled.
to forecast every possible situation which may
The dividend was declared out of a surplus,
arise out of a given transaction. Nevertheless, seventy-four million dollars of which was de
most of the omissions are palpably inex rived from sources other than operation, and the
cusable.
remainder of which, derived from operation,
But this fault is by no means confined to the would not pay the proposed dividend by several
parties to the contract. It must be conceded millions. The exact amount in dispute was
that sometimes, though happily seldom, lawyers $74,032,357. Of this amount $58,164,157 was a
make like mistakes. One of these was brought gain from dealing in certain stocks and bonds,
to light in a recent Pennsylvania case. A cor the funds to purchase which were originally se
poration had issued both preferred and common cured by borrowing. The remaining $15,868,200
stock. The contract of the preferred stock represented a decrease in liabilities resulting
holders provided that they were to receive five from the exchange of convertible bonds for
per cent. on their holdings before any profits stock.
were distributed to common stockholders. But
Concerning the latter transaction, the bonds Stock
the contract did not specify that they were lim were convertible into stock at the option of the Premium
ited to the five per cent. which was preferred. holder after a specified time at the rate of $175
For years they accepted this amount, without face value of the bonds for $100 par value of
question, well knowing that the remaining profits the stock. If the stock rose in value above
were being distributed to common stockholders. $175, this privilege of conversion would be prof
Counsel for the common stockholders argued itable to the holder of the bonds, and for that
that this long acquiescence created a custom or reason the corporation realized more for them
usage, and introduced into the contract an im upon their original sale than if the conversion
plied condition that the preferred stockholders privilege had not been conferred. The stock did
were to receive only the five per cent. But the rise above this amount and the holders con
court held that the rule of interpreting con verted their bonds into stock. This conversion
tracts with respect to customs and usages ap at a higher value than the par of the stock,
plied only in case the contracts were ambiguous from the corporation’s view-point, was analogous
and the intention doubtful. The principle was to an issue of stock at a premium.
laid down that each class of stockholders is en
Counsel for the insurance company urged that
titled to a like pro rata share of profits, except these gains did not represent profits which, after
in so far as expressly limited in the contract. Ac the payment of the annual dividend to preferred
cordingly, the proper distribution of profits in stockholders, could be exclusively distributed to
such case was to pay: first, the preferred per common stockholders, but that they represented
centage to preferred stockholders; second, a like “accretions to capital and to capital assets”
percentage of what remains to common stock which must be distributed, as capital, amongst
holders; and third, an equal pro rata portion of all stockholders including those holding pre
what then remains to each class of shareholders. ferred stock. He contended that the Union Pa
Stockholders’ contracts are usually carefully cific Company was organized to run a railroad
drawn, and cases such as the Pennsylvania and not to deal in securities, so that whatever
case are rare. However, the principle enunci gain was attained from the securities was not
ated in that case is basic. An ingenious attempt profit but an addition to capital.
In the opinion (212 N. Y. 360), the court held
was made to extend this principle in another
case by counsel for the Equitable Life Insurance that the gain secured from the conversion of
Co. The insurance company, as a preferred the bonds into stock was practically a premium
stockholder, brought an action to enjoin the on the sale of stock; that the premium was
Union Pacific Railroad from distributing over charged on the stock for “the purpose of equal
eighty million dollars among common stockhold izing between new and old stockholders their
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must not be used for his exclusive
Law respective rights in accumulated
Depart profits,” and as such became “part
ace tudent individual benefit. Hence, if a part
ment of such accumulation of profits and
ner, concealing his knowledge that
October, 1916
surplus, and distributable as such.”
certain conditions will materially
(Continued)
Aside from the point actually decided, there increase future business, induces his co-partner
was an interesting review of the cases cited in to retire, the courts will compel that partner
support of the able argument of counsel for the to account for all profits arising from the sub
preferred stockholders. It seems, upon the au sequent business secured.
thority of re. Bridgewater Navigation Co., an
This requirement not only exists during the
English case, that an entirely different decision continuance of the partnership relation, but also
would have resulted had the question been in winding up the affairs of partners. Surviving
raised in connection with gains secured upon the partners must account for all values in the busi
winding up of the corporation. In that case, ness, both tangible and intangible. This latter
the court distinguished between what might be fact was brought out in a recent New York case
termed “liquidation profits” and profits arising which involved two partnerships. These two
from business. Hence, when the entire prop firms were architects, and entered into a sep
erty of the navigation company was sold to an arate partnership agreement for the purpose of
other corporation, at a higher price than the undertaking certain special contracts. The as
book values, it was held that the preferred stock sociated firms secured the contracts for the
holders were entitled, in addition to the par Grand Central Station in New York. When the
value of their stock, to share pro rata with the station had been about half completed, one of
common stockholders in the gains secured. This, the partners died, and the members of the other
however, did not apply to the surplus which had partnership induced the company to cancel the
been accumulated prior to the sale but only to old agreement and to enter into a new agree
the increase in net value over and above the ment with them for the completion of the work.
amount of combined capital and surplus. This
The court held that the association of the two
doctrine is supported by dicta in the case of firms was a partnership asset, and that any
Niles vs. Ludlow, 196 Fed. 994.
gains accruing as a result of the association
However, it appears to be the policy of the were the property of all. Hence, the firm which
courts to confine the doctrine to cases of disso completed the building was compelled to ac
lution. In another case a corporation conducted count for all profits made and to share them
a banking business, and sold its branch in Bra with the surviving partner of the estate of the
zil at an increase over the value appearing on deceased partner. In the opinion the court
the books. This increase was held to be profit said: “The conclusion is irresistible that the
of a going concern, and the claims of the pre cancellation of the old contract and the making
ferred stockholders to a pro rata share were denied. of the new one were brought about by — & —,
Each of these cases involved the principle laid and, in my opinion they violated their legal ob
down in the Pennsylvania case that profits dis ligation as surviving partners and should be re
tributable to preferred stockholders are only quired to account accordingly.”
limited to the extent specified in the contract.
The court recognized the continuing asset
Interpreting such terms as “actual profits,” value of the genius and services of the deceased
“profits arising from business,” or “profits,” the partner. His plans and his ideas were in pro
courts include all actual gains derived by a go cess of realization, and the full value arising
ing concern, whatever may be their source. Al from them would not be obtained until the com
though liquidation gains are considered “profits,” pletion of the station. Possessed of the plans,
nevertheless the tendency of courts is to extend ideas, facts, and experience secured by the as
preferred stockholders the right to a pro rata sociated firms, the surviving firm could under
share of all gains upon liquidation, unless their take the completion of the work at a less cost
rights as to liquidation gains are expressly indi than a new firm entering the field. As surviv
cated. Then together these cases emphasize the ing partners, the duty devolved upon that firm
importance of specifying all terms and conditions to obtain a reasonable value for all the assets
in contracts.
of the associated firms, amongst which was the
increment to be secured from carrying out the
Good
OOD faith between partners is not only original plans of all the partners.
G
Faith
demanded by the ethics of business, but also
required by the rules of law. Even the knowl
When you deem a legal rule unjust, consider the
edge of one partner as to business prospects consequences of reversing the rule.
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Continu
ing
Asset
Values

CONCERN buys, for the pur
Question
pose of erecting a manufactur PaceStudent
and
ing
plant, a tract of land. Later a
Answer
October, 1916
railroad
company
requires additional
Depart
ment land, and, through the right of eminent domain, of a series

A

acquires a portion of this property, for which a
reasonable sum is paid.
Is the money thus received by the manufac
turing company for the land, credited to Profit
& Loss and charged to cash, or is the amount
of the money credited to the Real Estate ac
count, thus reducing the value of the asset?
When a corporation sells a portion of its real
A
estate, it is entitled to the profit upon the por
tion sold, but this profit should be shown upon
the Profit & Loss Account as an item of un
usual income after arriving at the net profit
from operation. In the problem stated, the
Real Estate Account may be credited with the
cost price of the actual amount acquired by the
railroad, the excess received above such cost be
ing credited to Profit & Loss. This is the best
method of handling the proposition.
We are aware that frequently the total
amount received is credited to Profit & Loss
upon the assumption that the land remaining
has been increased in value by the coming of
the railroad to a sufficient extent to balance the
loss of a portion of the land. However, this
method really results in adding to the Profit
Account a certain amount of unrealized profit.
Another method frequently followed is to
credit the whole amount received to the Real
Estate Account. This plan results in the cre
ation of a secret reserve. For instance, a por
tion of the land might be acquired by the rail
road company for a sum equaling the original
purchase price of the entire tract. If this
amount be credited to the Real Estate Account,
it would remove that account entirely from the
balance sheet, and would result in a misstate
ment of the financial position of the company.
The intentional undervaluing of assets proves
as disastrous to the interests of accuracy as
the over-valuation. Financial statements should
exhibit the truth regarding each item, or the
truth as nearly as it can be ascertained.

Which is correct, to capitalize the first word
of a long explanatory remark preceded by a
colon, or to use a small letter?
The use of a capital letter in this connection
A
is, to some degree, a matter of choice, although
the present tendency is to capitalize a long ex
planatory remark preceded by a colon, and par
ticularly so if the remark is expressed in the
Q

182

form of a complete sentence. There
is authority, however, for the use
of the small letter if the explan
atory remark is short and consists
of words or phrases.

A sole proprietor contracted with one of his Q
creditors to purchase his goods of that
particular creditor, in consideration of which
the creditor agreed to extend a credit of $3,000,
although he expected some security. The sole
proprietor gave a deed of trust as security for
one-half the amount the creditor agreed to ad
vance, in other words $1,500. Are there any
special entries required for this transaction on
the books of the debtor?
No entry is necessary as a result of the agree A
ment to extend a credit of $3,000, since this is
only an agreement and not a transaction, and
since no liability is incurred by either party.
As to the record necessary for the deed of trust,
we cannot say definitely, unless we know more
of the wording of this deed of trust, what it
covers, and upon what conditions the security
becomes absolute. It is possible that, instead of
a deed of trust, you have in mind a chattel
mortgage, as this would be more likely to be the
instrument given in such a case. If this chattel
mortgage applies only to the goods purchased
from this creditor and to the assets into which
such goods may be converted, then no record
is necessary upon the books of the debtor at the
time such mortgage is given. The liability is
built un as the purchases from the creditor are
made, but upon the balance sheet a foot note
should indicate that this liability is secured by
a chattel mortgage upon certain assets.

An article relating to Institutional Organiza Q
tion and Accounting in the May issue of The
Pace Student prompts me to ask your advice on
a question somewhat closely allied to the sub
ject matter of the article mentioned. I refer to
the method of tabulating dues in the average
club or association.
In establishing the
financial position as at a certain time, is it not
correct to consider dues paid in advance as a
deferred credit to appear on the liability side of
the Balance Sheet? Assuming that it is cor
rect so to treat them, what is the best way to
tabulate the dues so as to show the proper finan
cial position at the end of an accounting period?
There are two ways of handling dues in ac A
counting records, the cash method and the ac
crual method. In the former, no entries are
made until the dues are paid, cash being charged
and dues credited at the time of payment. In

credited in error with that amount.
the accrual method, the dues are
taken account of in the books with
ace tudent If this results in a debit balance on
the surplus account, it will express
out waiting for payment, the
October, 1916
a deficit. This means that dividends
amounts being charged to accounts
receivable and credited to dues. Although many have been declared in error and have resulted
accountants prefer the accrual method, it is im in a withdrawal from the business of capital in
(Continued)
possible to state generally which is the best stead of profits.
method, as each organization should naturally
Can you suggest a method for handling a q
adopt the system best suited to its individual
requirements. If the accrual method were large volume of bills receivable? The firm that
adopted and accounts receivable set up, it would I have in mind receives several thousand dollars
of course be necessary in stating the financial worth of notes monthly, and I should be inter
position of an organization to show the amount ested in knowing the best method of taking care
of dues paid in advance as a deferred credit on of them.
When it is necessary to provide for handling
the Balance Sheet. When no entries are made
until the dues are paid, both accruals and pre numerous notes, we suggest that you keep a
paid dues are sometimes ignored, one being con Notes Receivable book, preferably loose leaf, al
sidered an offset to the other. Aside from the lowing individual pages for each month, ar
information that may or may not be obtainable ranged according to the maturity of the notes.
from controlling accounts in the general ledger, In addition to this record, the notes should be
it ought to be possible to secure from the indi filed according to the due dates in wallets, with
vidual accounts or the statistical records the compartments for each month. A card system,
amount of dues paid in advance at the end of in addition to the Notes Receivable book, would
any month. If a card ledger or a tabular book also be desirable to show the number of notes
is maintained for the records of individual mem issued by each individual, and to record the
bers, by reference to dates and amounts, a list amount outstanding for discount with each
could be compiled giving the amount of dues bank. The cards should be made out in dupli
cate—one card filed alphabetically under the
paid in advance.
name of the maker, and the other filed under
the
name of the bank at which the note was
Corporation
closed
books
on
August
11,
1915.
Q
On May 15, 1915, a sale of $2,500 was made. discounted.
On May 25, 1915, the above sale was paid,
We acknowledge with thanks a letter from
$2,500, but merchandise was not delivered until
October, 1915. On August 11, 1915, actual in Mr. Harold K. Burt, from which we quote: “The
ventory on hand amounted to $100,000. To this last number of The Pace Student in the Ques
was added $2,500 (in error), which should have tion and Answers had an inquiry about Bulletins
been deducted, causing an inflation of inventory on farm accounting. I may say that I have two
of $5,000. On August 20, 1915, all profits were farmers’ bulletins issued by the U. S. Depart
distributed, including this $5,000. In October, ment of Agriculture and they are listed as No.
They may be of interest to your
1915, the merchandise on above sale was de 572 and 511.
livered, but no entry was made in the books. inquirer.’’ The question on farm accounting ap
peared in the May issue of The Pace Student.
In December, 1915, the error was discovered.
Should this be rectified on books when closing
The following is quoted from a letter received
the next year? How?
by
this Department:
Any
and
all
errors
upon
books
should
be
rec

A
“
An article in the Question and Answer De
tified as soon as discovered. The error to which
partment
of the March issue, in regard to add
you refer, being committed in one fiscal year and
ing
interest
on capital invested, was of such as
corrected in another, must be so adjusted as not to
affect the results of the current year’s operations. sistance in bringing a ‘stubborn’ client to the
The error has resulted in merchandise appear writer’s point of view that he feels he has re
ceived full value for the subscription, in that
ing on the books as $5,000 more than the cor
issue alone.”
rect amount. To correct this error, inventory
must be credited. To allow this debit to enter
The world is a mirror. Make faces at it—it will
into the current profit and loss account would make faces at you. Look at it with suspicion—it
make an incorrect showing for this year’s busi will return the suspicious look. In ourselves, then,
ness. It must, therefore, be debited to surplus lies the reason for any expression we see upon the
account as this account has previously been face of the world.
Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
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Train
ing
Em
ployees

"E
DUCATION
is receiving a
new emphasis because we
are standing at the brink of
a new epoch,” states Dr. Lee Gal
loway, Secretary of the National
Association of Corporation Schools,
in a paper published in the July
Bulletin of the National Commer
cial Gas Association.
In discussing the need of educat
ing and training employees so as
as to equip them efficiently for
commercial life, Dr. Galloway urges
that big corporations prepare for
their industrial supremacy by adopt
ing educational work, further stat
ing that the companies which do
this first will reap the reward which
goes with all first ventures that
bring greater productive efficiency.
He also disclosed the fact that
one prominent publishing company
in Philadelphia makes a saving by
means of training, bonus system
and welfare work of approximately
$46,500 a year at a cost of $5,000;
and also, that the cost of training
new employees, which was formerly
from $50 to $100 each, has been re
duced by the adoption of modem
methods to $20 or $25.—Review
contributed by J. B. Baerncopf.

man
Will "THE
tal and
Power,
stagnate

who allows his men
spiritual nature to
and to decay does
not do so from lack of time or
from the pressure of other things,
but from lack of inclination.” This
striking statement by Dr. Nicholas
Murray Butler formed part of his
address at the 1916 Commencement
of Columbia University.
Dr. Butler urges the invasion of
that state “whose armaments are
thoughts, whose weapons are ideas.”
He admits that to attain such a
height in the midst of the noise
and distractions of the material
world requires patience and cour
age. “But,” he declares, “to live
with great thoughts, to enjoy the
beauty of letters and of art, to ab
sorb the experience and to share
the ambitions and hopes of man
kind, all this is primarily a mat
ter of character and of will. The
material obstacles that stand in the
way of its accomplishment are too
often sternly present, but they are
far from insurmountable.... There
is no such thing as a common, a
humdrum or a sterile life, unless
we make it so ourselves.”

W I Pick a $25,000 a Year
$25,000 “HOMan
” is the very interest
Men
ing title of a very interest
ing interview with Frank A. Van
derlip published in the September
issue of the American Magazine.

Pace Student
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Since Mr. Vanderlip, as President
of the National City Bank, has fre
quently to select men for positions
paying $25,000 a year, any state
ments from him as to the basis
of his choice is of interest to the
Business World.
In addition to desiring men with
keen intelligence, fine training, un
questioned integrity, with large and
successful experience, with vision,
with imagination, Mr. Vanderlip ex
pects certain other qualifications in
the men whom he places in such
positions. We quote some of his
expressions:
“Personality first, or shall I say,
charm? By personality I mean a
man’s ability to make people feel
he is frank, human, capable, honest,
red-blooded, a broad-gauge man.”
“In choosing an officer for this
bank I look for qualities that, in
their development, might some day
make him presidential timber. I
want an assistant cashier who may
become vice president, a vice presi
dent who may become the presi
dent.”
“Our $25,000 man should have a
good education, preferably colle
giate; and, perhaps, he should have
specialized in some particular phase
of his profession. The trained mind,
you see, saves much time by grasp
ing facts quickly and, usually, cor
rectly.”
“He must be a good team work
er—that is very important.
He
must be more concerned in getting
a thing done than in getting credit
for it. He must not be overcon
cerned about advancement. Before
I select a man for a responsible
position I take special pains to
make sure that he will work har
moniously, because the effective
ness of an organization does not
depend solely on the brains in it
but rather on the brains being co
ordinated, on everybody pulling to
gether. This demands a measure
of unselfishness.”
“Finally, in all things a man must
have common sense, horse sense,
gumption—call it what you will!”
Then Mr. Vanderlip tells the
stories of some five or six men who
have been made vice presidents of
the National City Bank, and the in
terviewer—who, by the way, is that
very able delineator of men and af
fairs, Mr. B. C. Forbes—describes
the problem that confronted Mr.
Vanderlip the first week of his as
sociation with the Bank and his
solution of this problem.
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We believe these stories will be
very inspirational to all young men,
who, no matter what their incomes
now, look forward to a possible
day when they and their records
and their ability will be under the
scrutiny of such men as Mr. Van
derlip.
TEINWAY & SONS, the fa
mous piano concern, have just
presented each of their large
force of employees with a certifi
cate of life insurance in the sum of
$500. Since the insurance covers
about 1,300 employees, it means an
aggregate protection of $650,000.
The plan became effective on June
first under the group insurance
plan instituted by the Equitable
Life Assurance Company several
years ago.
In each certificate appears the
following letter:
“The board of directors has or
dered this certificate of life in
surance in acknowledgment and ap
preciation of your loyalty to our
company and your cooperation in
everything that tends to its con
tinued success.
“It is intended as an expression
of the interest which this company
takes not only in you, but also in
those whose welfare is dependent
upon you, and it feels that afford
ing you this protection you are
relieved of certain care in the event
of your death while you are in the
employ of our organization.
“We trust you will accept this
token of our consideration with as
much pleasure as it has given us to
bestow it upon you, and that it
will serve as a further tie that
binds us together in our common
interest.”
This action of the Steinway Com
pany is another vivid commentary
upon the sincere interest which is
being taken by progressive organi
zations all over the country in the
welfare of their employees.

S

C. W. SIM, Pace Institute of Ac
countancy, 1915, was one of the suc
cessful applicants for the C.P.A. de
gree in the recent examinations held
in New York.

M. B. LOVELACE, New York In
stitute of Accountancy, 1913, passed
the June examinations for the New
York C.P.A. certificate.
R. W. GORDAN, of the Los An
geles Institute of Accountancy, is
the Factory Representative in Ari
zona and New Mexico for Charles
R. Hadley Company, manufacturers
of books and supplies for banks
and commercial houses. Mr. Gardan’s headquarters are in Phoenix.

Staff
Insur
ance

John R. public accountants in New York
Sparrow, State.
C.P.A. Social and fraternal matters have
also had a part in Mr. Sparrow’s
(Continued) busy life.
He is a Knight Tem
plar, a Thirty Second Degree Scot
tish Rite Mason, and a member of
Kismet Temple Mystic Shrine. He
is a member of several clubs al
though not essentially a club man,
as that term is often applied.
Mr. Sparrow himself is a man
who has practiced and who still
practices what he preaches. He be
lieves in study for young men who
wish to attain success in Account
ancy, and he is one of the bestread men in the profession. He
believes in satisfactory service as
the best business policy, and he to
day enjoys the fullest confidence of
all who know him socially or who
have had busines relations with
him. “Strive and you will achieve,”
is an old maxim, but it applies with
peculiar force to Mr. Sparrow. It
is a maxim, too, that young men
just starting toward business suc
cess might profitably heed and fol
low.
Although THOMAS J. COUGH
LAN, Pace Institute of Account
ancy, 1917, has not yet completed
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his Accountancy Course, he passed
the recent New York C.P.A. exam
inations.

F. C. ROHWERDER, Pace Institute
of Accountancy, 1916, successfully
passed the recent C.P.A. examina
tions in New York.
HENRY ZUCKERMAN, New York
Institute of Accountancy, 1915, re
cently was successful in the New
York C.P.A. examinations.

W. F. HACKETT, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
1916, was one of the successful ap
plicants for the C.P.A. degree in the
recent examinations held in New
York.

JOHN HELMUS, Accountancy In
stitute of Brooklyn, 1915, passed the
June examinations for the New York
C.P.A. certificate.
Among the successful candidates for
the degree of Certified Public Ac
countant in New York recently, was
CHESTER A. ALLEN, Account
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, 1915.

A. G. KINDSGRAB, Newark School
of Accountancy, 1915, is one of the
many students who passed the re
cent C.P.A. examinations in New
York.
BEN ALK, Accountancy Institute
of Brooklyn, has resigned his posi
tion on the staff of Barrow, Wade,
Guthrie & Company, Public Ac
countants, and has accepted the po
sition of Auditor for Sackett &
Wilhelms Corporation, Lithograph
ers.

W. A. ROWE has been appointed
Director of the Cleveland School
of Accountancy to fill the position
vacated by G. A. Mouck.
Mr.
Mouck has accepted a responsible
position with the Cleveland Cham
ber of Commerce.
F. S. HATCH, C.P.A. (Mass.), who
is associated with Clinton H. Sco
vell Company, Public Accountants,
has joined the teaching staff of
the Springfield Institute of Ac
countancy and Business Adminis
tration.

LOUIS KURZMAN, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, has recently
been employed as general book
keeper and office manager for
Emanuel Blont, Victor Talking Ma
chines Distributor, New York City.

Significant Facts in Respect to Preparation
For Accountancy (C. P. A.) and Business
HE professional success of graduates from Pace Courses is well known.
They are in successful practice in practically every state. The Pace grad
uate possesses a capacity for clear thinking and professional bearing, and a gen
eral dependability that distinguishes his service wherever he works.
The business success of graduates is no less marked. Throughout the entire
country large numbers of corporate executives—comptrollers, treasurers, sec
retaries, auditors, managers—give credit to the Pace Courses for the scientific
business preparation that has made their success possible.
In New York more than one thousand students are now in attendance upon even
ing class lectures under the direction of the teaching staff of 50 specially trained
instructors. Small class groups are arranged to make a close personal supervision
of each student possible.
Eight freshmen classes have already been started to accommodate new students,
and several additional classes are now being formed. No knowledge of bookkeep
ing is required. Enrollments may be made by the term—four months—with small
financial outlay.
Each applicant, if he chooses, may have a personal vocational interview with an
instructor to determine the best course to pursue. Bulletins, information, etc.,
furnished upon application.
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Being a
Gentle
man

HO or what is a
it, the easier it responded, and the
The
gentleman? Is a
merchant
was filled with delight
ace tudent
gentleman one who
and
avarice.
October, 1916
is well dressed, one
For a time his riches grew, and
who is well educated, one who then they began to dwindle, and the merchant
is courteous to women, one who was long in understanding. The measuring
is socially at ease, one who has stick, finding it had the power of expanding and
a well modulated voice, one who contracting, began to use this power at its own
has pleasing manners, one who controls his whim; and, all unknown to the merchant, it was
temper, one who has fine tastes and cultivates lengthening when he ordered it to shorten, and
them? Yes, we associate these and similar becoming shorter when he wanted it to length
qualities with the word gentleman. Still, we en, until there was no reliability to it at all
have not dug deep enough in our attempt at a and the merchant was at its mercy.
definition. The other day I saw a crippled
How about your measuring stick? Is it re
bootblack who said “youse” give his box to an liable—this stick with which you measure the
other boy and take a decrepit old man, clad in relative value of the things of life? Does it
tattered clothes, by the arm and convoy him expand when measuring this and contract when
safely across a crowded street. That bootblack measuring that? Is this thing really as big as
was a gentleman in the finest sense of the word. you have measured it? This weakness? This
Gentlemanliness in its
folly? This pleasure? Or
are these no bigger than
fundamental essence is a
THE PACE STUDENT
your
mental
measuring
thing of the heart; it for
stick shows? Love? Hu
gets self and thinks of
manity? Religion? Is your
cheerfully serving others
A Magazine of Service
measuring stick true?
for the sake of the service;
Interpreting
it may or may not find out
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
ward expression in the
OU can tell a good
of Modem Business
deal about a man if
trappings of clothes and
Published Monthly
you find out what his
manners—if it does, so much
the better, for a beautiful
reations are. If he spends
Subscription Price $1.00
his off hours playing pin
picture is worthy of a beau
a Year, Payable in Advance
ochle, penny ante, and pin
tiful frame, but without the
frame it is a beautiful pic
pool, you get a certain im
PACE & PACE, Publishers
pression of him. If he goes
ture still. This fundamen
30 Church Street
tal kind of gentleman—the
to the movies night after
crippled bootblack kind—
night and reads nothing but
New York
newspapers and popular
we can all become if we
Copyright, 1916, by Pace & Pace
cultivate the service im
magazines, you have data
pulse with which our hearts
on which to appraise him.
On the other hand, if he gets real enjoyment
naturally throb at least now and then.
out of a course of professional study, out of
physical
training, out of reading books that
NE qualification requisite for true success
make
him
think, out of close contact with na
is the ability to measure values correctly.
ture, out of affiliation with a church, out of
Some call it a sense of values. It is a mental
measuring stick which one unconsciously lays trying to lift the load on the other fellow’s back
alongside of things to ascertain their relative a little, you are able to form a pretty accurate
judgment of him. What are your recreations?
worth.
A black art merchant in olden days had a What opinions are your superiors forming of
magic measuring stick. It lengthened or short you by reason of them?
ened at the owner’s will. In measuring goods
OW much salary are you getting? Twelve
for sale it became shorter, but in measuring
a week, did you say? Twelve? Oh, you
goods the merchant was about to purchase it
are talking about dollars!
became considerably longer. The merchant nat
urally felt that he had a most wonderful stick,
What else are you getting? The chance to
and that by means of it he would be able to amass learn Business, are you not? Experience! In
more riches than any other merchant of the other countries you have to pay for that; you
world. Every time he exerted his mind upon do not receive pay for it.
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Your
Salary

What else are you getting? As
the man who does have these quali
sociation with men farther up the
ace tudent fications. You are doing your driv
ing ability a great injustice.
ladder you hope to climb. Well,
October, 1916
The equipment with which your
each one of them is giving you a
part of all he has, all that he has learned, all father won will not keep you in the same class
the skill or ability he has acquired. He may now. He had the best he could afford in his
not know that he is giving it, but he is—if you day. Don’t overlook the fact that he was the
kind of man who, if he were making the race
are the right kind of chap.
What we are, exudes in a sort of essence today, would have the best he could afford in
which pervades to some extent all those about this day.
us. If you are in the atmosphere of skill, you
Get into the race, by all means. To your
must, unless you are hopeless, absorb some skill. ability add the best that science offers to aid
If you are in the atmosphere of success, you you. Then drive, drive, DRIVE to win.
must absorb some of the elements of success.
If there are great men above you in the organi
NE way to get a man out of a rut is to The
zation, then their personality must to a certain
pull him out and set him to doing a differ Rotary
degree pervade the organization, and a portion
Method
ent kind of work. This is the very thing that
of their greatness will find lodgment in your modern organizations are doing. They call it
system—if you will let it.
the rotary method. They have found that effi
What is your wage—your twelve dollars— ciency at routine tasks is a doubtful blessing
compared with these returns? It is only the compared with what it usually costs in a sacri
dividend from your investment of time and fice of perspective of the organization as a
effort, the dividend that can be withdrawn from whole. The rotary method, though imposing
the business month by month without impair extra and often perplexing executive tasks upon
ing the principal sum, the capital investment, the management, is working out well, according
which accumulates from favorable experience. to the organizations that are trying it. It is
And remember—greater capital insures greater another evidence of the straits in which modern
dividends, a greater wage!
business finds itself for broad-gauge men.
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The
Race

REAT races we are having these days on
"WHY don’t you oil it up? It will work Lubrica
the speedway of Business success! You
easier.” It was my neighbor speaking tion
say you are going to make the race, Young
of my lawn mower. He was right, of course,
Man? Good! We are glad you are. You ap as I proved by following his advice. There’s a
pear to have the stuff that makes the real big principle here—the principle of “oiling up”
driver—clear head, quick thought, sound judg in the concerns of daily life. Oil up with phy
ment. Yes, we are sure the race will appeal to sical exercise, enthusiasm, periods of relaxation,
you, and that you will drive to win.
a change of scene, a trip into the country, social
What kind of car will you use? Much de intercourse with cultivated people, a musicale, a
pends on equipment these days. What’s that? good play, a good book, interest in civic mat
You say you are not much concerned about the ters. Oil up, and see how much more smoothly
car—that you have enough confidence in your the main business of life will slide along.
self to think you can succeed anyway? Surely,
you don’t mean that!
SCIENTIFIC vocational adjustment, like the Adjusted
corporation and the motor truck, is becom
Young Man, competition is becoming keener,
and the races are becoming swifter, every year. ing a workaday part of modern business. The
If you haven’t the latest and best machine, the results are often extremely fortunate, as was the
most powerful engine, the safest steering device, case with a graduate of a leading university who
the surest tires, you are greatly handicapped in was unable, working alone, to secure his proper
the motor speedway. If you haven’t practical adjustment. After being examined and placed he
knowledge of Business relations, if you haven’t wrote as follows: “I can’t tell you how happy
mastered the scientific principles of Business, if I am in the work. I am happier than I have ever
your mind is not trained in the ability to syn been in my life, and cannot realize it. I owe so
thesize details and to analyze results, if you much to you for the opportunity you gave me,
don’t know what Business wants, and where to and the interest you took in me.”
get it, and what to do with it—you are driving
an inefficient machine on the speedway of suc
If you really know where you are going, you will
cess in contest with the high-powered model of lose less time on the way.
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T E work of the
H
of a number of extra clerks. It is
true,
in many cases, that some ex
Federal Trade Com
ace tudent
tra labor may be required, but not
mission in its ef
October, 1916
to the extent that the manufacturer
forts toward the
establishment of better meth fears. There is in nearly every office that is
ods of bookkeeping and cost ac not systematized sufficient unnecessary work
counting throughout the United done to cut the extra work down to a minimum,
States was mentioned in a for and, in fact, in some cases, where an office has
mer issue of The Pace Student. Of especial inter been systematized, it has not been necessary to
est to business men and to students of cost ac employ any extra help at all. If the manufac
counting is the pamphlet recently issued by the turer will look upon a cost system as an invest
Commission on “Fundamentals of a Cost Sys ment which he expects to produce for him a
tem for Manufacturers.” In an introductory fair return in the same manner that an invest
letter signed by Edward N. Hurley, Chairman, ment in improved machinery would, the objec
the purpose of the publication is set forth. “With tion as to the expense is not a valid one..........
“Other business men are of the opinion that
the object of aiding in the improvement of busi
ness generally, we have endeavored in this pam they do not need a cost system because they
phlet to show briefly the importance of accur know what their goods cost, but in a large num
ate manufacturing costs and the fundamental ber of instances this supposed knowledge is
based on foremen’s guesses in advance as to
principles underlying them.”
With a few abridgments, the text of the the time necessary to do the work or as to the
pamphlet will be reprinted in this issue and in time spent on the work after it is done. Guess
succeeding issues of The Pace Student, with work is unsafe and poor business practice.
comments on various points of particular in
“Formerly the necessity for the determination
terest.
of true manufacturing costs was not as impera
“It is a fact too little realized that an ac tive as it is today. Margins between cost and
curate determination of costs is fundamentally selling price in most lines were larger. Costs
related to manufacturing efficiency. More and could be ignored except in a general way and a
more concerns are joining the ranks of those who good return still be made on the investment;
realize the necessity of knowing accurately their but today margins of profit in most lines of
costs of manufacturing and selling. Every busi trade are very much narrower than formerly,
ness man who joins in this work can feel that he and the necessity for the most efficient manage
is doing his part toward the improvement of busi ment and closest analysis is felt as never before.
“It is necessary today for the business man’s
ness conditions generally and his own business
conditions in particular. This bulletin has been success that he know on what articles he is
prepared with a view to aiding the campaign of making a profit and on what he is incurring a
education by explaining what a cost system is, loss. Competitive conditions are seriously dis
how it operates, the results obtained, and the turbed where losses on one or more articles are
recovered by profits on other articles. It is ob
benefits to be derived from its operation.
“There are a number of objections in the vious that a manufacturer should not only know
Objection
to Cost minds of business men who have not installed the cost of each article he manufactures but
Systems cost systems to taking the matter up. One of that he should see that every article manufac
these is the feeling that exists in the minds of tured bears its proper share of factory and gen
so many that their business is unique and differ eral overhead.
ent from any other and that no system could be
“Most manufacturing plants have grown to a
devised which would give them true costs. It size which renders personal supervision impos
is unquestionably true that some lines of manu sible. The only reliable way, therefore, by
facture lend themselves more readily to the in which an executive can judge of the efficiency
stallation of a cost system than others, but it of an organization is through a system of peri
is also true that no line of manufacture is so odical statistical reports. These reports can only
complicated that a system cannot be devised be accurately obtained when a good cost sys
which will give reasonably accurate results.
tem is in operation.
“New methods are being introduced and im
“The most common objection is that of the
cost of installation and the expense of opera proved machinery installed in the factory every
tion. Many manufacturers are of the opinion day, with a view of reducing costs either by the
that a cost system means an interminable elimination of waste or by increasing efficiency.
amount of detail and red tape and the assistance It is impossible to know whether the introduc-
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Necessity
for
Know
ledge of
True
Costs

plish this in the simplest and most
tion of those improvements will re
manner the manufacturer
duce costs unless the manufacturer
ace tudent practical
has recourse to system. System is
knows not only what his total cost
October, 1916
defined as a regular method or or
is but exactly what items make up
der, a formal arrangement, or a mode of opera
the
total.
Items
of
cost
are
frequently
lost
track
(Continued)
of when the total only is considered, while if tion governed by general laws or rules.
“During the last ten years the best account
these items were properly segregated so as to
show what they were they could be materially ing brains in the country have been devoting a
reduced and in some instances eliminated alto great deal of time to the perfection of general
laws or rules which will give the desired results
gether.
“In the past many manufacturers disliked to with the least effort and expense, and the out
give out information concerning their business. come of their work is what is known as a
Today the reverse is the case. Trade associa ‘Cost System.’ This provides not only for the
tions are compiling statistics as to production, determination of the amount of each element of
shipments, and costs for the benefit of their cost properly chargeable to each job or opera
members, and the manufacturer instead of try tion, but also provides for an improved method
ing to keep this information to himself welcomes of bookkeeping which causes the books to re
the opportunity to supply the data, knowing flect at all times the true financial and indus
that his competitors are doing the same thing trial condition of the business and renders pos
and that these statistics will be of benefit to sible the preparation of monthly statements of
himself and to his industry. The Federal Trade financial and factory operations.
“There are, generally speaking, but two dis
Commission is keenly alive to the value of this
tinct methods of manufacture. Each requires
information.
“The Commission is urging manufacturers to a cost system a little different in detail but
determine their costs accurately in the interest identical in fundamental principles. The first
of better trade conditions. It believes that any of these is used in a business where every order
thing that is of benefit to an industry is of is a separate article of manufacture, very often
benefit to the public, and it is also of the opin made to order, and the selling price fixed before
ion that the nearer cost systems approach uni work is started; and the second is used in a
business where the output consists of one or
formity the more valuable will be the results.
“A large proportion of manufacturers are not more articles which are being continually pro
making the money they should. A great num duced. For convenience we will designate the
cost systems applicable to each as the ‘Job Cost
ber of them are actually losing money.
“The purpose of conducting a business is to System’ and the ‘Continuous Production Sys
make money, and the only way to make money tem.’
is to sell something for more than it costs. The
“The first step is to provide for giving the
first essential, then, is to know the cost. It is factory instructions as to what work is to be
the belief of the Commission that the small done, and a form should be provided which
margin of profit existing in so many of our in must give the following information: job num
dustries is due to the ignorance on the part of ber, date, name and address of customer for
manufacturers of what their goods actually cost whom work is to be done, a description of the
to produce. This ignorance causes them to make work to be done, giving sufficient details, speci
unprofitable prices, which the manufacturer who fications as to what material will be needed,
does know his cost is forced to meet to a large and shipping instructions. This form should
extent.
also have space for the entry of shipments, so
What
“Cost is defined as the amount or equivalent that when the work is done the order form will
is Cost? paid, or charged, or given for anything; loss of be a complete record. A duplicate of this fac
any kind, expenditure, outlay, as of money, tory order should be kept in the office, and
when the original is sent to the factory the cost
time, labor.
“This equivalent may be in the form of money clerk opens a job cost sheet under that number.
“The job cost sheet should show number,
paid for material or for labor, or for some one
of the many kinds of expense or loss that exist date opened, customer’s name, and in some
in every manufacturing business. It is appar cases a brief description of the work is advis
ent that cost consists of three elements; viz., able, as it sometimes enables the cost clerk to
detect an error in the number shown on the
material, labor, and expense.
“The problem is to ascertain the amount of time ticket or material requisition. As all re
each of these elements, and in order to accom ports are made by job number instead of by
Cost
System
for
Manufac
turers
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[Forward to page 190

The
Job
Cost
System

name, it is of vital importance that
or as it is sometimes called, pro
the greatest care be taken to insure
ductive
labor, and indirect or non
ace tudent productive
the correctness of the numbers on
labor. Direct labor is that
October, 1916
the time tickets and material requi
which is applied directly to the job Labor
sitions. In addition to the above information, and which can be so charged. Indirect labor is
the
cost sheet should be arranged so as to pro that which cannot be located as belonging to
(Continued)
vide columns for the following: date, em any particular job, but must be charged to the
ployee’s number, hours, amount of pay, ma expense of some department.
“The general method of handling labor is to
chine number, machine hours, requisition num
have each employee make up a time ticket each
ber, quantity of material and cost thereof.
“The first element of cost is material. Ma day. This ticket, for recording direct labor,
should show the employee’s name, employee’s
terial is of two kinds, direct and indirect.
“Direct material is that which forms part of number, date and hours worked on each job,
some particular job and can be so charged. In job number, and machine number, if a machine
direct material is that which cannot be located as is used; and in the case of indirect labor the de
belonging to a particular job, and which is more partment and nature of the work must be shown
in the nature of general supplies. This class of in lieu of the job number. These time tickets
material is sometimes termed ‘expense material,’ are sent into the office each day and the direct
as its ultimate destination is the expense account labor is posted to the job cost sheets and the in
direct labor entered on a summary sheet with
of some department.
“Material must be purchased, received, checked, columns headed by the name of departments, so
and taken care of until it is required for use, that the total can be posted to the department
and the general method recommended is as fol expense account at the end of the month.
lows:
“The productive hours for each department
“A part of the factory should be set aside as are entered on another summary, both for man
a stock room and some employee designated to hours and machine hours, which is totaled at
perform the duties of stock clerk. The stock the end of the month. If the work is correctly
clerk will keep the stock ledger cards or sheets, done the totals on this summary will equal the
one for each article, showing the quantity on total of the postings made to the job cost
hand. These cards should also show the maxi sheets.”
mum quantity of each article he is to be al
The portion of this pamphlet to be printed
lowed to carry, and also the minimum below
which the stock must not be allowed to fall. in the November issue of The Pace Student
When the stock reaches the minimum a requisi completes the explanation of the “Job Cost Sys
tion should be made on the purchasing agent for tem” and the “Continuous Production System.”
sufficient quantity to bring the stock up to the Our comments will follow.
maximum and sent to the superintendent or
works manager for approval, after which the
goods are ordered. When the goods come in they
should go to the receiving clerk, who checks
them, reports their receipt to the office, and de
livers the goods to the stock room, where they
remain until requisitioned out.
Pace Standardized Courses
“
When
the
order
reaches
the
factory
the
first
Material
Evening Courses covering correct ex
step is to obtain the material, and a requisition
pression for the ordinary occasions of
should be made on the store room for the neces
business life as well as for speaking in
sary quantity. This requisition should be num
public.
bered and space should be provided thereon for
Breathing exercises, physical exercises, vocal
job number or department, date, quantity, de
drills, vocabulary enlargement, improvement
scription, price, amount, and signature of the
of diction by sentence types, psychological
principles of Oral Expression.
foreman. The cost clerk extends the amount
on the requisition and posts it to the job cost
Send for Bulletin and Details
sheet in the space provided, then files it away un
PACE INSTITUTE
til the end of the month, when the total for the
month must be obtained.
Hudson Terminal, 30 Church St., New York
“The second element of cost is labor, and this,
like material is divided into two classes—direct,
Cost
System
for
Manufac
turers
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F. P. LAMPHEAR, formerly Edu
cational Director of Bedford Branch
Young Men’s Christian Association,
has accepted an appointment as Edu
cational Director of the TwentyThird Street Young Men’s Christian
Association.

JESSE A. GREENFIELD, of Jack
sonville, Fla., a student in the Pace
Institute of Accountancy, Extension
Division, was a successful candi
date at the recent Florida C.P.A.
examinations.
W. L. LYTLE, C.P.A., The Buf
falo School of Accountancy, who
for some time has been a member
of the accounting staff of Touche,
Niven & Company, has accepted a
position as senior accountant with
the New York & Buffalo Audit Com
pany of Buffalo.

LEWIS J. BECK, Washington In
stitute of Accountancy, has ac
cepted a position as junior account
ant with Wright, Mendenhall &
Wright, Certified Public Account
ants, Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Beck
writes that his studies have “opened
the way into the most enjoyable
work” he has ever done.
JOE B. STRATTON, formerly a
student in the Pace Institute of Ac
countancy, Extension Division, has
moved to Oatman, Arizona, where
he is installing an accounting sys
tem for the United Eastern Mining
Company.
THOMAS J. KELLEY, Account
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, stood
third among the successful candi
dates in the recent examination for
Accountant held by the New York
Public Service Commission.

MAURICE A. BREWSTER, who
has been a special student, Pace
Institute of Accountancy, Exten
sion Division, has been successful
in securing his C.P.A. degree (Ohio
examinations). Mr. Brewster taught
accounting in the Oil City Institute
of Accountancy last year.
ERNEST B. HANSEN, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
employed in the Accounting De
partment of the C. H. Page Motor
Company, has been engaged as Ac
countant for the John T. Stanley
Company.

WILLIAM F. GOGGINS, Ac
countancy Institute of Brooklyn,
who has been employed in the Cost
Department of the International
Paper Company, has accepted the
position of accountant in the em
ploy of the American Newspaper
Association.

Pace Student
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ALBIN D. STRANDBERG, of the
Brooklyn Institute of Accountancy,
has been engaged in public account
ing practice on the staff of S. D.
Leidesdorf & Company.
BERNARD SIEGALL, Newark
School of Accountancy, formerly in
the accounting department of the
Powers Accounting Machine Com
pany, is engaged in statistical work
for the Casualty Company of Amer
ica.

EDWARD B. KARY, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, is now in the
employ of the Plant Department of
the Western Union Telegraph Com
pany.
EDWARD C. LUX, Accountancy
Institute of Brooklyn, has severed
his connection with the World’s
Court League to accept a position
in the Accounting Department of
Marden, Orth & Hastings.

SAMUEL C. POTTS, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, has severed
his connection with W. H. Gibson,
to take a position in the Account
ing Department of the American
Brakeshoe & Foundry Company.

W. E. BAER, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, has accepted a post
as Senior Accountant on the staff
of Lovejoy, Mather & Hough. Mr.
Baer was formerly on the staff of
the Willison Audit Company.

HAROLD M. PHILLIPS, of the
Providence School of Accountancy,
has entered the practice of public
accounting New York City, on the
staff of Alexander Aderer & Com
pany.

ROBERT COCHNAR, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
engaged as Cost Accountant with
Johnson & Morris, has accepted a
position as Accountant for the
Platt & Washburn Refining Com
pany.

GEORGE B. LUHMAN, New York
Institute of Accountancy, has re
signed his position with L. K. Lig
gett Company to accept the post
of General Bookkeeper of the Hud
son & Manhattan Railroad Com
pany.

We Print for Schools
and Colleges
Catalogues, Announcements, Bulletins,
Magazines, Monographs, Year Books,
Class Records, Examination Papers
OR years we have printed for and
satisfied many Schools and Colleges,
at the present time printing six College
periodicals, besides blanks, bulletins, exam
ination papers, records, and supplies of all
kinds. We are also railroad printers, doing
tariffs, time tables, tickets, etc. Also all
kinds of general printing and binding.

F

The Brandow Printing Co.
GENERAL PRINTERS
883 Broadway
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Albany, N. Y.

Per
sonal
Notes

CRCULAR or
I
form letters are
letters that are
the same in con
tent and in word
ing. If you wish
Horatio
to say the same
N. Drury,
thing to certain
B.A.
persons residing
in various parts
of a community or of the country
at large, the circular letter is ob
viously the most available method
of communicating your message.

English
Depart
ment

Pace Student
October, 1916

Read page two of the enclosed
folder for the cost. Cheap, isn’t it?
Why not experiment with, say,
half an acre right now? Ten dol
lars is the amount you risk; one
hundred dollars is the amount you
stand to win.
It will take you two minutes to
fill out the enclosed postal card.
Yours very truly,
Bushnel Chemical Company,
By George A. Morton,
Sales Manager.

You should make the circular let
ter just as personal in tone as a
careful analysis of the character
istics and the circumstances of the
persons written to viewed as a
John J. Breiter
class will permit. With this object
44 Essex Street
in view, you will often find it wise
Brooklyn, N. Y.
to keep in mind a definite represen
May 12, 1916.
tative of the class that you are ad
dressing, and direct the letter at
Mrs. H. J. Neuhaus,
him or her.
15 Montmorency Street,
Circular
Circular letters should seldom be Brooklyn, N. Y.
Letters more than one page in length.Dear
TheyMadam:
I am sending you with pleasure
should, as a general rule, give the
impression of enthusiasm tempered the sample needle case which you
with restraint, and of candor tem asked for in your letter of May
pered with dignity of utterance. It
10th.
is needless for me to say that you
All that I desire you to do is to
should fill in all the mechanical in use the needles. If you like them,
serts of a circular letter so skil tell your friends about them. The
fully as to give the impression that
enclosed folder I wish you to re
the letter is at least partly personal
gard as a personal letter from me.
in character.
Every word in it I wrote myself,
In view of what has just been and I stand behind everything that
said about circular letters, examine
I have said in it.
the following models:
The prices for all my needles and
threads are given in the back of
Bushnell Chemical Company
the folder. You know, of course,
20 Mohawk Street
what a pleasure it is to use needles
Buffalo, N. Y.
that don’t crack and break, and
February 11, 1916.
thread that doesn’t frazzle or rot.
Mr. Jonas Nupton,
I know, too; and that’s the reason
Batavia, N. Y.
why my business nearly doubles
Dear Sir:
every year.
You are a farmer, or, at any
From now on I am going to
rate, you have business reasons for
think of you as a customer of mine.
being interested in farming. You
Very truly yours,
know that the bigger crops you pro
John J. Breiter.
duce on a given acreage, the more
profit you will make on your in
vestment of hard work, executive
The Marstone Institute
ability, and money.
24 Maryland Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
Bigger crops—that’s my message
September 8, 1916.
to you. Listen. How many bush
els of potatoes did you raise to the George B. Denton, Esq.,
acre last year? Read page four of
41 Garden Street,
the enclosed folder—it will tell you
Houston, Texas.
your probable yield.
Dear Sir:
How many bushels can you raise
Hasn’t it been your observation
to the acre? Read page five. Quite
that there are far more positions in
a difference, isn’t there?
the Business World, all along the
Please notice that we can prove line, requiring trained ability than
all we say. The letters that we en there are men to fill them?
close are from men who become rich
It is this enormous demand for
from farming. What is the secret men of trained mental power and
of their bumper crops of potatoes?
proved earning capacity which is
Bushnell’s Chemical Soil Dressing.
responsible for the existence and
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the ever increasing usefulness of
the Marstone Extension Course in
Business Administration.
The distinctive characteristic of
our Correspondence Course is the Models
uniquely successful plan of per
sonal instruction which every stu
dent receives from the moment
when he enrolls as a student to
the time when he completes the
Course. Every sheet of written
work from every student is care
fully gone over and criticised in
long-hand and often in a personal
letter, by some member of our resi
dent school instructors, who are all
practising accountants, lawyers, or
business men—men who not only
are experienced and stimulating
teachers, but know how from a
practical point of view what to say
to you, how to say it, and why.
Send for a free copy of our Bul
letin A, which contains a synopsis
of the work covered in the Mars
tone Course and explains it in de
tail with respect to purpose, con
tent, method of instruction, cost,
results, and the plan of transfer,
when desired, to any one of the
Marstone resident schools in the
United States. Make your request
for the Bulletin, if you wish, on
this letter, and return it to us in
the envelope enclosed for your con
venience.
Remember this—that in every
thing affecting your immediate or
your future business welfare, or
the business welfare of any one in
whom you are interested, investiga
tion should always go before de
cision.
Truly yours,
The Marstone Institute,
By Milton P. Frost,
Director.

Westbrook Publishing Company
215 Barrow Street
Cincinnati, Ohio.
April 2, 1916.
Ward & Ward,
Toledo, Ohio.
Gentlemen:
You will be interested to know
that the change in the form of is
suing our 1914 edition, outlined in
our letter of January 31st, has met
with the approval of those of our
subscribers who did not like the
division made last year.
We can make you an immediate
shipment of the first volume, which
is bound in dark green leather, and
is devoted entirely to railroad cor
porations.
The second volume is now in
press and will include all industrial
utilities, public utilities, and miscel
laneous companies in one volume—

English an advantage that will be appreci
ated. The volume will be bound in
Depart red as heretofore.
ment

This arrangement will obviate all
possibility
of confusion in the use
(Continued)
of the two volumes.
You will
know which one you want, and you
will find therein what you want.
Pages to the number of 1,000
have been added during the past
two years, both volumes now car
rying 5,000 pages of the most care
fully compiled data that it is pos
sible to obtain, on all corporations
whose securities are of known pub
lic interest.
You will like the new arrange
ment—you will be pleased with the
information given, because you will
know that it is AUTHORITA
TIVE. Mail your order today on
the enclosed blank.
Very truly yours,
John B. Burnham,
President.
Practical Business
211 Marquette Avenue
Chicago, Illinois.
Intervale Construction Co.,
919 Orange Street,
Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen:
You have to keep learning all the
time if you are to continue to
grow in advertising or in business
efficiency. If you stop rowing, you
begin to drift down stream.
Practical Business teaches you
both the science and the history of
Business—by recording the big ad
vertising successes and failures, and
by giving the reasons why.
Practical Business dusts out your
brain and increases your efficiency,
with no conscious effort on your
part.
Every issue contains information
directly applicable to your business
—information which is worth many
times its cost. You have but to
read the magazine to collect your
profit.
You have been receiving Practi
cal Business for the past twelve is
sues. If you have read it, we feel
certain that you want it and need
it for the next twelve issues. It is
a national record of advertising re
sults. Pin $1.00 to this letter and
send it back to us,
Very truly yours,
Practical Business,
J. P. Davidson,
Circulation Manager.
Practical Business,
211 Marquette Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
This dollar bill proves that I want
Practical Business for another year.
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I reserve the right to lend it to my
friends if I feel like doing so.
Name ................................................
Address ............................................
Warren National Bank
123 Grand Street
Baltimore, Md.
April 28, 1916.
The Third National Bank,
Richmond, Virginia.
Dear Sirs:
There is an intimacy—an iden
tity of interest—between this bank
and its customers which cannot be
materially altered by changes in
cident to the operation of the Fed
eral Reserve Law.
We feel sure that your bank will
continue to find the service we ren
der of value. Indeed, this service
will probably be of greater mutual
benefit than it was under the Na
tional Bank Act. We are now, as
you know, publishing all available
official information regarding the
new law and its workings.
The Federal Reserve Act con
templates the use of commercial
paper as the basis for credits ex
tended by reserve banks; our Credit
Department, which has served you
in the past, will be of great assist
ance in checking commercial paper
suitable for rediscount. The per
fection of the service rendered by
our Credit Department is the out
growth of experience, based on
present and past needs of this bank
and its correspondents. We pur
pose, not only to maintain this
high efficiency, but to develop if,
in order that under new conditions
we may render correspondent banks
the greatest possible assistance.
You will, unquestionably, con
tinue to maintain a Baltimore ac
count, and the service we have
given our correspondents and cus
tomers in the past is an assurance
that we shall spare no effort to per
fect a service which shall be un
equaled in meeting your needs un
der the new conditions.
Yours very truly,
S. P. Montgomery,
Assistant Cashier.
The Circular Letter Company
1986 Broadway
New York.
March 30, 1916.
George The Tailor,
21 Irving Place,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
This letter was apparently type
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written and is supposedly a per
sonal communication. It was pro
duced by our special typewriting
process, your name and address
having been filled in to match by
the typewriter.
Don’t you think it a good plan
to circularize your trade in this
personal way, speaking of the per
fection of the fit of your gar
ments, of new fabrics, of new
styles, or of anything special you
may have to offer? You will read
ily see that this plan, which
amounts to sending each person a
personal letter, but at a tenth of
the usual cost, is destined to win
orders for you.
It is conceded by advertising ex
perts that the most effective meth
od of securing business is the use
of personal letters. Soliciting busi
ness in this way has produced re
markable results for many of our
customers. These letters we will
produce for you at a cost not ex
ceeding the cost of printing.
Draft a letter, offer what you
have to sell in plain language and
to the point, make up a list of the
names of good prospects, send us
the copy, and let us show you what
a perfect imitation of a personal
letter we can make up. Then watch
your business increase.
If you desire to fill in the names
and addresses yourself with your
own typewriter, we will give you
without charge a piece of ribbon
to match the body of the letter.
Very truly yours,
The Circular Letter Company,
By William J. Burton,
Manager.
JOHN P. BARLOW, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
bookkeeper for the Stewart Potter
Company, is now employed on the
Accounting Staff of Joseph P. Day
& Company.

WILLIAM H. SWIFT, New York
Institute of Accountancy, has re
cently severed his connection with
the L. K. Liggett Company, to ac
cept an accounting position with
the Texas Company.
GEORGE WEYER, Jr., Account
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, formerly
employed as bookkeeper by Edward
Smith & Company, is now employ
ed as bookkeeper for the Triangle
Film Corporation.
JAMES A. HENDERSON, Pace
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
bookkeeper for the American Writ
ing Machine Company, is now em
ployed in a similar capacity by the
Burling Engineering & Construc
tion Company.

Educa
tion
for
Business

NE of the ablest and most
progressive business men in
the country is Michael Fried
sam, head of the great New York
department store of B. Altman &
Company.
Mr. Friedsam’s opin
ions, therefore, upon education for
business should and do carry weight.
In the course of a recent inter
view Mr. Friedsam expressed sev
eral very positive views, some of
the most significant of which fol
low:
“The demands of present day
Business make commercial training
necessary for those who would suc
ceed in winning the prizes of mer
cantile life, and the question natu
rally arises, How is this training
to be attained in the most efficient
manner? The school of experience
is a hard taskmaster, and while the
gap separating knowledge from ig
norance of commercial subjects
must be traversed, it is not intend
ed that it should be spanned neces
sarily by the longest and most tedi
ous pathway.
“A century of experience at
clerking will never qualify a man
to handle with intelligence and con
fidence the intricate problems of a
vast organization. I fully believe
that any painstaking young man
endowed with a goodly portion of
common sense and the ability to
concentrate and preserve can by
reading and study fit himself to
perform effectively the duties of an
important commercial situation.
“A knowledge of bookkeeping
and accounting is essential in train
ing for a business career. The im
portance of the subject should not
be lost sight of, neither should it
be magnified, and the impression
improperly circulated that account
ing is an abstruse science which
can be tackled only by the erudite
mind. The subject of business rec
ords and their classification should
be properly explained and the re
lation sustained by modern record
keeping to a business organization
should be thoroughly comprehended.
“The importance of business cor
respondence should not be over
looked. A considerable portion of
business dealings is consummated
through the medium of the letter,
and the ability to put one’s thoughts
on paper, in a clear, succinct fash
ion, is invaluable, and training in
this direction should occupy an im
portant place in the business curri
culum.
“A general knowledge of com
mercial geography should also be
included, and the business man can
hardly be said to have a grasp of
the broad details of modern busi
ness unless he be well acquainted

O
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with the world’s markets and their
location.
“The subject of transportation
by rail and water should occupy a
very important place in the com
mercial course. It should be re
membered that economy of distri
bution on a large scale has resulted
in the development of larger con
cerns than the world has ever
known before. Competition is keen
er to-day than ever and prices are
figured on a closer margin of profit,
and the element of transportation
is an important factor.
“From the foregoing resume it is
apparent that the aspiring student
of business must acquaint himself
with a large amount of information
comprehending the many angles of
business activity.
“No course in commercial train
ing can be complete without a good
grounding in the elements of sci
entific salesmanship and advertis
ing, commercial law, finance, insur

ance, real estate, foreign trade and
foreign exchange, together with a
knowledge of natural resources and
at least a fair understanding of the
functions of our own Government.”
EARLE A. MYERS, New York
Institute of Accountancy, who for
many years was employed by the
Warner Sugar Refining Company,
has accepted a position as book
keeper for the H. S. Kerbaugh
Company, Inc.

H. C. BAYLISS, secretary of the
Marietta, Ohio, Y.M.C.A., and for
merly connected with the Cleve
land Y.M.C.A., has taken a posi
tion as general secretary of the
Y.M.C.A. at Montevideo, Uruguay,
South America. He will leave for
South America in a few months.
T. J. McGRATH, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Boston, 1915, has been
elected Secretary of the King
Safety Razor Company of Boston.

Among the successful candidates for
the degree of Certified Public Ac
countant in New York recently, was
BENJAMIN AARONSON, ' New
York Institute of Accountancy, 1916.

Accounting Systems and
Supplies-Personal Service
EARS of experience enable us to give your work
intelligent and careful attention.—Special thought
is given to designing forms for your individual
needs—the service is personal, intimate, helpful

Y

Printing
Lithographing
Engraving

Loose Leaf Binders
Price Books

Sheet Ruling
Blank Book Making

We will gladly give ideas on the work you
are now contemplating, submitting dummies
and prices when you wish them

EDWARD KIMPTON COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

60 John Street
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New York

Do You
Get Your
Money’s
Worth?
(Continued)

The
Budget
Plan

to marry and turn the buying over
to his wife. Men, as a general rule,
are producers, and their thought
naturally runs more strongly to
ward getting income than toward the
buying operation which converts
money into usable articles. Just as
surely women are buyers. By force
of circumstances women for gener
ations have been confronted with
the problem of getting the most out
of a limited amount—of making a
little go a long way. As a general
proposition, therefore—mind you,
there are exceptions—the wife will
get more for a given amount of
money than will the husband.
“So you will see, gentlemen, that
the old-fashioned idea of the hus
band turning over the major part
of the wage to the wife is not such
a bad proposition after all; and if
you will observe carefully, you will
find that comfort and independence
in families of small incomes are
often due principally to the wife’s
ability and ingenuity as a buyer.
“The scientific plan, of course,
and one that an individual or a fam
ily may follow with great profit, is
to prepare a budget of estimated
income and expenditure. The bud
get scheme is worthy of careful
study.
“The income, if a salary, is usu
ally fixed in amount, and the ex
penditures should be sufficiently
less than the total income to pro
vide for saving a reasonable amount.
Thus, if a salary income is $1,800,
a 10 per cent. saving, $180, would
leave $1,620 available for expendi
tures ; and if the estimated saving is
15 per cent., there would be $1,530
left for current expenses. In pre
paring the budget we thus estab
lish, on the basis of past experi
ence and what is considered reas
onable for the future, a goal of ac
complishment.
“The next step is to divide the
amount to be expended into clas
sifications. Thus, provision might
be made for rent at $30 a month,
or $360 a year; for food supplies at
$10 a week, or $520 a year; and so
on, in accordance with the circum
stances. I am assuming that the
budget is for a family. Of course,
the same method would be used if
a young man were making up a
budget to cover his personal ex
penses.
“The next step in making a bud
get is to reduce the figures to a
monthly basis. To January, for ex
ample, can be apportioned onetwelfth of the rent, one-eighth of
the fuel cost (if that is the propor
tion applicable to this month); and
this procedure can be carried out
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and serious consideration in the
family councils.”
“How about Thompson? He lost
out even though he was married,”
questioned a student.
“Yes,” responded the Vocational
Counselor. “Thompson is married
—you will remember I spoke about
his wife’s illness. Bright woman,
too; Thompson told me she is at
least his equal in selling goods. She
worked her way through college by
taking subscriptions for a wellknown magazine; and for three or
four years before her marriage she
was the best canvasser Black &
Walsh, the subscription book pub
lishers, had on the road. I advised
Thompson to try out the budget
plan.”

in respect to each classification. A
summation of the various items of
expenditure will give the total for
the month.
“A simple but complete record
must be kept of the expenditures
for the month, classified in the
same way as the budget, and at the
end of the month the actual net re
sult is compared with the esti
mated net result of the budget.
Then a comparison should be made
between the actual and the esti
mated expenditure in each classifi
cation.
“I won’t attempt to give you a
SUCCESSFUL man of to
more detailed procedure; the prin
day is one who can work
ciple, however, consists in making
in harmony with others, sub
expenditure goals against which ac
ordinate
himself to the good of the
tual expenditures are compared from
many with whom he is working,
month to month.
and yet impress his own personality
“The budget plan causes one to
upon those with whom he does
study his expenditures and the re business, both in writing and in
lation of one class of expenditures speech action.” The above is an
to other classes.
Standards are excerpt of an article written by E.
thus set up, and a keen interest is
H. Fish in the August Engineering
taken in making good on the selfMagazine on the subject: “What
imposed goals. Definite facts are
Manufacturers Look for in Engi
available instead of the hazy, gen neering Graduates.”
eral impressions which the major
Mr. Fish thinks that too much
ity of people have in respect to
time of the college student is de
their own personal expenditures.
voted to abnormal and unlikely
“Economical buying naturally re problems; that much analytical ge
sults from an intelligent consider ometry and all of calculus might be
ation of one’s needs and the rela safely omitted from the courses
tion that one need bears to an pursued by a great majority of col
other. Particularly, the goal prin lege men; and that instead, more
ciple encourages one to shop for time should be employed in the
favorable buying opportunities. A
school shops and in the laboratories
simple budget and accounting plan and devoted to the humanities—the
will work wonders in the personal languages, economics, history and
finances of any one who is willing the other subjects with which the
to spend a few hours each month undergraduates have comparatively
in making a record and an intelli little patience.
gent study of the vital matters of
After years of study of mechani
expenditure.
cal methods, materials and finance,
“Plenty of time will be left for Mr. Fish asserts, manufacturers have
devising ways and means of in at last awakened to the fact that
creasing income. It is very cer the least understood of their prob
tain that increase of income will lems are those of personnel. The
never in itself produce financial employer who is wise provides a
comfort for a man. It is just as course of training for his men, dur
easy to over-spend a $10,000 income ing which each can butt his head
as it is to over-spend a $1,000 in against the customs of business and
come—sometimes I think it is eas find himself without unduly inter
ier. In any event, the man with fering with production and sales.
the larger income usually has a
The writer brings out the fact
larger credit.
that business is by no means a suc
cession of pink teas, but it is never
“The budget plan is the way out
for many a family that is not se theless largely a matter of personal
curing its money’s worth. The lib leadership and impressions. — Re
view by J. B. Baerncopf.
eral spender will by its aid set up
a control that will give him a bal
Success is a pay-as-you-enter car;
ance of the kind we get in an or
ganization. It will create a buying passes are not accepted for long
department that will receive definite rides.
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Train
ing
Suc
cessful
Men

KNOW I’m right.
I don’t
Tom"I
care what you say. I haven’t
Thinks
been sticking to a bookkeeping
He is5 stool every day for nothing. You
Right can show me all the old authorities

you want to. They won’t change
my opinion. I know a thing or two
myself.”
The day’s work was over, and
Tom was arguing heatedly with
Phil Watson about whether re
serves should be treated in books
of account as debits or as credits.
Tom maintained that they should
be treated as debits.
“All right. Have it your own
way, then,” replied Phil as he goodnaturedly walked away, but with a
parting shot, “Folks say concrete is
thick, but I know something thick
er. You guess what it is.”
“What’s the trouble?” said Wal
ter, returning to his desk just after
Phil had left. “You look all fussed
up. Has somebody been taking a
fall out of you?”
“I should say not,” replied Tom
truculently.
“Phil Watson tried
to, but he didn’t get very far. We
had a chewing match about the
treatment of reserves. He said they
are credits, and I said they are
debits. He lugged in a lot of ac
counting books to prove he was
right, but you can bet I wouldn’t
give in.”
“Why not? He is right,” com
mented Walter calmly. “All the
authorities agree that reserves
should be treated as credits, as you
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could find out yourself if you want
ed to. What’s the use in arguing
when you’re proved to be in the
wrong?”
“I am not going to let Phil Wat
son or any other smart Aleck make
a fool of me,” rejoined Tom, still
pugnacious. “I wouldn’t give him
the satisfaction of feeling he had
won the argument.”
“That’s a cheap way of talking,
and you know it,” said Walter.
“We are all likely to believe things
that aren’t so, and to defend our
opinions at first. But the big man
is the chap who, when he finds he
is wrong, says so frankly, and
doesn’t fuss and fume around like
an old rooster that’s lost a worm.
It’s all right to be determined and
forceful and all that, but when
you’re dead wrong, you don’t gain
anything by making a mule out of
yourself. If I were you I’d tell
Phil Watson tomorrow that he’s
right. You’ll go up in his estima
tion and in your own, too.”

Obstinacy is anything but a vir
tue. It is determination and self
certainty running amuck. We are
all under the constant necessity of
revising our opinions in the light
of new evidence, and it is a sign of
mental flexibility and capacity if we

can do so gracefully and candidly.
This is a truth that applies to
Business with peculiar force. Wal
ter has grasped it, and Tom will
have to grasp it before he can rise
to a position of any managerial re
sponsibility whatsoever.
N. J. SIMPSON, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
of Pittsburgh, visited the Pace
headquarters in July. Mr. Simpson
has spent several months in the va
rious factories of the steel and
foundry company with which he is
associated in completing a compre
hensive system of costs.

THOMAS R. BENNER, Washing
ton School of Accountancy, former
ly employed in the Treasury De
partment, Corporation Tax Divi
sion, has taken a position in New
York City as a member of the
staff of Haskins & Sells, Certified
Public Accountants.
L. C. HAWORTH, General Secre
tary of the Youngstown Young
Men’s Christian Association, has
been granted a year’s leave of ab
sence to conduct Y.M.C.A. work in
Mesopotamia with the armies of
the Allies.

ROBERT F. KNEELAND, A.B.,
LL.B., a prominent practicing at
torney of Springfield, Mass., has
become a member of the faculty of
the Springfield Institute of Account
ancy.
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